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Kathy Shayna Shocket has the inside view of the stories that make headlines.

 

Peek inside this Scottsdale estate with 1,000  bottle wine cellar. 

Driving through the private gates of this contemporary Mediterranean home in the calm of the desert - gets even better as you make your way
up the long winding driveway. The mature and lush landscaping sets the scene for the 12,833-square foot estate and the dramatic views below.
But let's go inside..... 

You won’t see a “sold” sign hanging on the front lawn, but this  property recently sold for $11,110 million.

Nestled among the other multi-million dollar homes in the exclusive Silverleaf gated community in north Scottsdale, the  mansion sits on four
acres of two lots.  

 There are six-bedrooms, nine-baths in the main home and a private best house and caretaker’s quarters. 

There are of course custom light fixtures, import flooring and state of the art electronic sliding glass wall doors and fire features. This lap of
luxury the home has two pools. There’s an estate pool, a lap pool, as well as two spas and an enclosed pool cabana.
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The designer chef's kitchen boasts limestone countertops and many,many, other state of the art luxuries. 

 Russ Lyon Sotheby's International Realty says, the home was one of the most expensive sales for   2016.

And then there's this magnificent 1,000 bottle wine cellar. 

CHEERS to the new owner !

     Kathy Shayna Shocket is a freelance Writer, and TV- Field Producer based in Phoenix, AZ. The former TV-Reporter has written for
publications such as TIME Magazine, Money Magazine, PEOPLE Magazine, The Hollywood Reporter and The NEW YORK TIMES. You
can reach her at redkarpetgirl@aol.com
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